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Blocked Cholesky Factorization with OpenMP* 4.0 Tasks
This is an advanced exercise for creating unstructured parallelism with OpenMP 4.0
tasking. We will use the OpenMP task clause with dependencies to parallelise the
processing of a right-looking blocked Cholesky Factorization.

Algorithmic background
Cholesky factorization decomposes an 𝑛 × 𝑛 symmetric positive definite 𝐴 into the product
𝐴 = 𝐿𝐿𝑇 , where 𝐿 denotes a lower triangular matrix. We assume that the lower triangular
part of the matrix 𝐴 has been stored in a two dimensional array and that at the end of the
factorization process it will be overwritten with the matrix 𝐿.
To factorize the system in blocks, we first write the matrix 𝐴 as
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where 𝐴11 is of the size 𝑛𝑏 × 𝑛𝑏 , 𝐴21 is (𝑛 − 𝑛𝑏 ) × 𝑛𝑏 and 𝐴22 is (𝑛 − 𝑛𝑏 ) × (𝑛 − 𝑛𝑏 ).
Computing the Cholesky factorization of 𝐴11 block as 𝐴11 = 𝐿11 𝐿𝑇11, by equating we get
𝐿21 ← 𝐴21 (𝐿𝑇11 )−1
𝐴̃22 ← 𝐿22 𝐿𝑇22 = 𝐴22 − 𝐿21 𝐿𝑇21
and then proceeds recursively for the updated block 𝐴̃22 . The recursive process, which can
be also regarded as block Gaussian elimination, is described in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Single step in a computation of a blocked Cholesky Factorization. The computation continues

̃ 22 .
recursively from block 𝐴
In terms of linear algebra operations from BLAS/LAPACK, a single step of the algorithm can
be implemented as
1. Compute Cholesky Factorization of 𝐴11 block with DPOTF2
2. Compute 𝐿21 block by solving a linear system with DTRSM
3. Update the 𝐴22 block with DSYRK
Instead of computing 𝐿21 and 𝐴22 with a single operation each, the steps 2 and 3 can be
split into operations with blocks of the size 𝑛𝑏 × 𝑛𝑏 at most. Let there be 𝑘 subblocks in
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𝑖,𝑗

total and denote by 𝐿𝑖21 the 𝑖th subblock of 𝐿21 and by 𝐴22 the (𝑖, 𝑗)th subblock of the
matrix 𝐴22 . Steps 2 and 3 to compute 𝐿21 and 𝐴22 become.
2. For all subblocks 𝑖 compute 𝐿𝑖21 ← 𝐴𝑖21 (𝐿𝑇11 )−1 by solving a linear system with DTRSM
𝑖,𝑗

𝑖,𝑗

𝑗

3. For all subblocks 𝑖 and 𝑗 ≤ 𝑖, update the 𝐴22 ← 𝐴22 − 𝐿𝑖21 (𝐿21 )𝑇 block with DGEMM for
𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 or DSYRK for 𝑖 = 𝑗
The concept of subblocking is further illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Subblocked computation of 𝐿21 and 𝐴22

The main benefit of using subblocks for computing 𝐿21 and updating 𝐴22 is the added
parallelism: instead of a single DTRSM or DSYRK -operation with blocking we have multiple
operations the computation of which can be parallelised. A key observation to adding task
parallelism is that once 𝐴11 has been factorized with DPOTF2, the computation of 𝐿𝑖21 , 𝑖 =
𝑗

1, ⋯ , 𝑘 can start. Again, once individual blocks 𝐿𝑖21 and 𝐿21 have been computed, the
𝑖,𝑗

computation of an individual subblock 𝐴22 can start immediately. This holds also
recursively, i.e., once any the diagonal blocks 𝐴̃𝑖,𝑖
22 , 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑘 have been computed, their
factorization with DPOTF2 can immediately start. Scheduling such dependencies manually
is very involved, but becomes straightforward when using a runtime, such as OpenMP 4.0,
with built-in tasks and task dependencies.
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Building the Application
Decide whether you would like to work with GNU Fortran (gfortran) or Intel® Fortran
compiler (ifort). The techniques covered in this lab are applicable to both, so you should
choose whichever compiler you are most familiar with and have access to.
You can build the chol application by using the Intel® toolchain with
make COMP=intel

or with the GNU toolchain with
make COMP=gnu

Note that the provided Makefile already includes –qopenmp or –fopenmp –flag.
However, as there are no OpenMP constructs in the source code the computations runs in
serial apart from any internal threading performed by the BLAS/LAPACK library calls.
Note that to compile and link the chol application, you need to have a working
implementation of BLAS and LAPACK available on you system. By default the Intel
toolchain will attempt to use Intel® Math Kernel Library for BLAS/LAPACK operations
whereas the GNU toolchain will use OpenBLAS. To use some other BLAS or LAPACK, edit
the provided Makefile.
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Configuring and Running the Application
For the time being we will concentrate on the chol application. Please be patient when
doing the first runs. Because of the serial computations, the runs can take some time to
complete, especially for large n.
Before running the application, be sure to set the OpenMP thread affinity by using the
portable OpenMP 4.0 thread affinity syntax as below. The optional verbose setting
available only with the Intel® OpenMP library will show the binding of threads to logical
processors:
export OMP_PLACES=threads
export OMP_PROC_BIND=close
[export KMP_AFFINITY=verbose] # Intel OpenMP only

Then execute the application chol, which takes the matrix size n and blocksize bs as an
input. For instance:
./chol 1000 10

computes a blocked Cholesky decomposition for a matrix of size n=1000 with a blocksize
bs=10. Note that you can make the computation more demanding by increasing n and
speed up the computation by tuning blocksize bs. Run the application now and record the
achieved Gigaflops and run time:
Gigaflops/sec:
Time (s):
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Adding OpenMP Task parallelism
We now add the OpenMP constructs for parallelism, tasking and task dependencies to the
chol application. A serial implementation blocked Cholesky factorization for a given
matrix is contained in the source code file chol_task.F90.
First we spawn a number worker threads by adding an OpenMP parallel construct that
encapsulates the do loop for traversing the all the blocks of rows/columns in the matrix.
We then let the parallel construct to be followed by a single construct with a nowait
–clause, such that all the compute tasks are added to the runtime by a single thread and
that the remaining threads idle at the end of the parallel section, ready to pick up new
tasks.
subroutine chol_task(n, A, bs)
implicit none
integer, intent(in) :: n
real(kind=real64) :: A(n,n)
integer, intent(in) :: bs
integer :: i, j, k, s, info
!$omp parallel private(i,j,k,s,info)
!$omp single
do k=1,n,bs
! …
end do
!$omp end single nowait
!$omp end parallel

To parallelize the computation, we now declare each BLAS/LAPACK operation as a single
task. To keep the computation correct, either task synchronization through taskwait
construct or declaration of task dependencies are needed. At each step of the algorithm,
𝐴11 block is factorized, followed by computation of the subblocks of 𝐿21 and 𝐴22 .
If explicit synchronization is used, the 𝐿21 subblocks cannot be computed until the
factorization of 𝐴11 block has been completed. Similarly, before all the subblocks of 𝐿21 are
available, none of the subblocks of 𝐴22 cannot be updated. In addition, recursive
computation from 𝐴̃22 block cannot proceed until all its subblocks are ready. Therefore
using explicit synchronization causes a fork-join –pattern which forces the threads to wait
idle until more computational work is available.
To minimize unnecessary idle time we need to depart from the traditional fork-join model.
This is achieved through the use of finer grained tasks and task dependencies. We observe
that once the 𝐴11 block has been factorized, the computation of 𝐿21 subblocks 𝐿𝑖21 can
𝑖,𝑗

begin in parallel for all 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑘. The subblock 𝐴22 of 𝐴22 can be updated immediately
𝑗

once the dependant components 𝐿𝑖21 and 𝐿21 are available. Furthermore, computation of
the 𝐴̃22 block can begin with a factorization of the 𝐴̃1,1
22 block as soon as it becomes
available, followed again by computation of subblocks 𝐿̃𝑖21 as soon as their dependencies
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are available. Such dependencies can be expressed until the very last block of the
computation and form a structure called Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). DAG can be used by
the tasking runtime to maximize the amount of parallelism in the computation and thus
minimize the amount of thread idle time.
We now proceed to use OpenMP 4.0 task depend –clause to express the data
dependencies within the blocked Cholesky factorization. Note that in the following text we
use a column major Fortran notation for block indices.
First consider the first step of the recursive algorithm, i.e., the factorization of the 𝐴11 block
with DPOTF2. The factorization can begin as soon as the data for the block is available.
Once the factorization is complete, the block of data is overwritten, suggesting an inout dependency for the (k,k) -block.
!$omp task depend(inout:A(k,k)) private(s)
s = min(bs, n-k+1)
call dpotrf(…)
!$omp end task

The second step in the algorithm is the solution of the subblocks 𝐿𝑖21 with DTRSM. The
computation requires a previously factorized 𝐴11 block to be available as an input and
produces a solved 𝐿𝑖21 subblock as an output. Thus we have an in -dependency for the
(k,k) –block and a inout –dependency for the set of (i,k) –blocks.
!$omp task depend(in:A(k,k)) depend(inout:A(i,k)) private(s)
s = min(bs, n-i+1)
call dtrsm(…)
!$omp end task

The third and final step of the algorithm is the updating the trailing part of the matrix, i.e.,
𝑖,𝑗

𝑖,𝑗

computation of the subblocks 𝐴22 with DGEMM for 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 and DSYRK for 𝑖 = 𝑗. For 𝐴22
𝑗

𝑖,𝑗

previously solved subblocks 𝐿𝑖21 and 𝐿21 are needed as an input with an updated 𝐴22 being
produced as an output. For (i,k) and (j,k) blocks this yields an in –dependency and
for (i,j) –block an inout –dependency.
do i=k+bs,n,bs
do j=k+bs,i-1,bs
!$omp task depend(in:A(i,k),A(j,k)) depend(inout:A(i,j)) private(s)
s = min(bs, n-i+1)
call dgemm(…)
!$omp end task
end do
!$omp task depend(in:A(i,k)) depend(inout:A(i,i)) private(s)
s = min(bs, n-i+1)
call dsyrk(…)
!$omp end task
end do
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Rebuild the application, run it with the same parameters as previously and record the
achieved Gigaflops/sec and the runtime to the table below. Watch out for any “*** TEST
FAILED ***” –messages suggesting that the computed result is different compared to the
LAPACK reference. Try running with different values of OMP_NUM_THREADS, matrix size n
and blocksize bs. Do you get a good scaling by increasing the number of threads? Do
different blocksizes have an impact to the achieved performance?
Gigaflops/sec:
Time (s):
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Software Source Code Disclaimer
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